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LE CLOS ROUGE

TECHNIQUES USED
Destemming and Crushing: 100%

Length of Maceration on skins: prolonged, 20 days minimum

Temperature of Fermentation: controlled, cool (77°F)

Yeasts : selected regional indigenous yeasts

Malolactic Fermentation: 100%

Blending: after 9 months aging each of the 3 varietals separately

Total Aging: 1 year, including 1 month maceration on French oak chips, prior to bottling.

TASTING NOTES

Eyes: Raspberry red color with hints of garnet.

Nose: Complex nose of red and black fruits. Refined, even exotic, oak fragrance with hints of

incense, spices (nutmeg, clove, ginger), anise, autumn woods and tobacco.

Mouth: Soft in the mouth with fresh, tangy acidity. Wonderful balance. Well-structured yet

elegant, with fine tannins. Subtle nuances of toast, vanilla and roasted coffee beans. Multiple

layers of flavor. Striking silkiness. Truly sensual.

SUGGESTIONS

Decant an hour or two ahead. Serve slightly cool (64°F ) in large tasting glasses.

Food Pairings: Duck terrine laced with olives, roast rack of lamb, barbecued beef or pork

chops with fines herbes,pheasant with wild mushrooms, boeuf bourguignon.

 

LE CLOS ROUGE

TERROIR:

VARIETIES:

 

 

IGP:

ALCOHOL CONT:

CLAY and LIMESTONE SOIL, PEBBLES

45% MERLOT GRAPES

30% SYRAH GRAPES

25% CABERNET SAUVIGNON GRAPES

VIN DE PAYS D”OC

13% VOL.
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OVERVIEW

The Languedoc region along the river Aude is rich in history. It was here that the Cathar religious dissidents

of the 12th and 13th centuries built their impressive citadels in stone high up on craggy rock crests, all but

inaccessible, so as to discourage enemy attacks. Peyrepertuse, Queribus, Puilaurens and Montsegur are the

most famous sites, largely in ruins today.

The character and typicity of this superb Vin de Pays are sure to delight the palate. Since it's very first

vintage, “Le Clos” has consistently received wide acclaim.   This exceptional wine is the latest addition to

our diversified product range. It is unique in that it has a slight, refined oak character, highlighting a sturdy

base of red fruit and oriental spices. Bringing into play terroir and savoir-faire, tradition and exotic flair, this

blend seems to be like something out of “The Arabian Nights.” The subtle touch of oak is comparable to a

soft caress, a sweet embrace..


